Abstract-We study downlink transmission in a cellular network with multi-antenna base stations (BSs) and single-antenna users. We propose a novel coordinated transmission strategy that controls the intercell interference (ICI) via exploiting the elevation plane of the wireless channel. The key idea is to divide the area of each cell into two disjoint vertical regions and to serve the non-adjacent vertical regions in the neighboring cells according to a set of pre-determined coordinated transmission patterns. A scheduler is used to dynamically allocate the available timeslots among transmission patterns. By appropriately adapting the elevation angle of the antenna main beam, denoted as tilt, at the BSs in each pattern, ICI can be effectively suppressed. Unlike the state-of-the-art coordinated transmission schemes, the proposed technique requires no channel state information sharing among BSs and/or infeasible BS tilting capabilities, but achieves comparable performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fifth generation of cellular systems (5G) is expected to provide ubiquitous high data-rate coverage and seamless user experience for large and diverse sets of devices. Achieving this target in future ultra dense networks with universal frequency reuse needs advanced intercell interference (ICI) management [1] . As one efficient approach to address this issue, base station (BS) coordination techniques have been under investigation over the last years [2] . The required signaling overhead and complexity of these techniques, however, has prevented their acceptance to the standard so far.
Coordinated beamforming is one form of BS coordination that mitigates the ICI via joint beamforming design at the BSs. Prior work on coordinated beamforming mainly builds upon channel state information (CSI) sharing among the BSs, thereby imposing significant signaling overhead on the network. Moreover, this work has mostly considered 2D cellular layouts and investigated the ICI management gains in the azimuth plane of the wireless channel (see e.g., [3] and references therein). Promised gains of the proposed techniques are also highly sensitive to the CSI imperfections (error, delay, etc.) incurred in the feedback and/or backhaul links [3] , [4] .
Another simple and efficient approach for ICI management is to exploit the elevation plane of the wireless channel. For example, by adapting the elevation angle of the BS antenna main beam, denoted as tilt, each BS can increase the desired signal level to/from a user in its own cell and/or to reduce the ICI leakage to/from the users in the neighboring cells [5] . The BS tilt can be adjusted electronically by changing the phase of the antenna excitation in the analog or digital domain, thereby enabling fast tilt adaptation at the BSs. Recently, coordinated beamforming strategies exploiting dynamic tilt adaptation has attracted a lot of interest as these strategies do not need instantaneous CSI sharing among the BSs [4] , [6] - [8] . The proposed techniques mainly assume accurate knowledge of users' elevation angles at all BSs [4] , [6] - [8] , which is very difficult to obtain in practice. Moreover, some of these techniques [4] , [7] further needs each BS to change its tilt continuously from 0
• to 90
• . Such BS tilting capability requires infeasibly large antenna arrays. To address these difficulties, a so-called implicit coordination method was proposed in [8] . In this method, the ICI mitigation is achieved by combining tilt switching with static allocation of available frequency (or time) resources among sectors within each cell and by ensuring that the equivalent vertical sectors at neighboring cells are served over orthogonal resources. Such static allocation of resources might be a suitable strategy for densely populated networks, but can result in performance loss in networks with low to moderate number of users per cell.
In this paper, we focus on a cellular network with low to moderate number of users per cell. We propose a novel coordinated transmission strategy in which the ICI is mitigated solely in the elevation plane of the wireless channel. In the proposed technique, the area of each cell is divided into two disjoint vertical regions, namely, the cell-interior region and the cell-edge region. The non-adjacent vertical regions in the neighboring cells are then served according to a set of predetermined coordinated transmission patterns such that in each pattern only one BS is allowed to schedule its celledge region for transmission. The available time-slots are dynamically allocated to different patterns depending on the number of users in all the vertical regions. By applying optimized tilts at the BSs, the ICI at the scheduled celledge region can be sufficiently mitigated with no need for neither CSI or users' elevation angles sharing among BSs nor infeasible BS tilting capabilities.
Notation: Vectors and matrices are denoted by bold-face lower-case and upper-case letters, respectively. (·)
H is the complex conjugate transpose. |S| denotes the cardinality of a set S. x is the Euclidean norm of a complex vector x.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider downlink transmission in a network consisting of B mutually interfering cells that are uniquely indexed as b = 1, . . . , B. Each cell has a multi-antenna BS located at a height h bs above the ground. There are K b users uniformly distributed in cell b, ∀b, each at a height h u above the ground and equipped with a single antenna. We assume an intracell orthogonal multiple access technique such that each BS serves only one user per time-frequency resource block in its own cell, denoted as the active user, while causing ICI to the neighboring cells. We denote the active user and its serving BS in cell b as user b and BS b, respectively. An example of a network consisting of three romb-shaped cells is shown in Fig. 1 . We use this configuration as an instructive example in this paper because it is a relevant setup in cellular networks with hexagonal cell layout and 120
• cell sectoring.
A. Propagation Environment
We focus on a typical urban non-line-of-sight (NLOS) propagation scenario in which the BSs are deployed at a height much greater than the large-scale clutter, such as buildings and trees, and the users are located close to the ground (i.e., h u h bs ) and dipped in the clutter. In such a propagation environment, the transmitted signal from the BS most likely experiences a rich scattering in the azimuth plane, while it undergoes only few reflections and diffractions in the elevation plane. Here, to simplify the propagation channel modeling, we assume that multipath fading is rich in the horizontal plane, while it is negligible in the elevation plane. Although not fully realistic in a NLOS environment, recent measurements have shown that this is a reasonable assumption when the BS is located high above the rooftop as assumed in this paper [9] .
B. Antenna Configuration
We assume a 3D unity-gain isotropic antenna at the user. At the BS, we consider an array of N h antennas that are arranged in a horizontal plane parallel to the ground. Each BS antenna itself comprises multiple vertically stacked radiating elements that are contained within a radome. The radiation pattern of each antenna depends on the number of radiating elements, their radiation patterns, their relative positions, and their applied weights. By applying appropriate weights it is possible to control the elevation characteristics of the antenna radiation pattern including the tilt. Here, to enable an abstraction of the role played by the radiating elements in controlling the tilt, we approximate each BS antenna pattern using the 3D directional model proposed in 3GPP [10] . According to this model, the observed antenna gain from any antenna of BS b at user b is expressed in dBi scale as
In ( 
= 6
• respectively denote the azimuth and elevation half power beamwidth of each antenna pattern.
C. Signal Model
Following the assumed propagation environment and antenna configuration, the channel vector between active user
where L b,b captures the pathloss between user b and BS b and
denotes the small-scale channel vector between user b and the N h antennas at BS b with the elements that are i.i.d. CN (0, 1).
We consider a narrowband frequency-flat channel and universal frequency reuse. The complex base-band received signal at user b is written as
where x b ∈ C Nh×1 is the transmitted signal from BS b , which is subject to a power constraint E[x 
III. COORDINATED TRANSMISSION STRATEGY
In this section, we propose a novel coordination architecture in which the ICI is controlled in the elevation domain via coordinatively adapting the tilts of the BSs. In the azimuth domain, we use the intracell maximum ratio transmission (MRT) at the N h antennas of each BS by setting
to maximize the desired signal power at the active user. Our coordination architecture includes the following components:
1) A division of the area of cell b, ∀b, into two vertical regions: i) a cell-interior region obtained as the intersection of cell b with a circle of radius r b centered at BS b; ii) a cell-edge region obtained by removing the cell-interior region from cell b. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
2) B different coordinated transmission patterns out of which one will be active at each time-slot. We index the patterns as p = 1, . . . , B, where in pattern p = b, BS b serves its cell-edge region using β We emphasize that dynamic adaptation of the region-specific parameters to the particular realization of the users' locations can further improve the performance. Such adaptation, however, requires e.g., extensive channel quality measurements over candidate tilts and hence results in signaling overhead and complexity.
A. Region-Specific Parameters
To determine {r b } B b=1 and {β p b } ∀b,p , we focus on mean throughput maximization. Note that in the proposed coordination architecture the ICI to the users in the cell-edge region is sufficiently suppressed through the coordinated tilt adaptation applied in the neighboring cells. Thus, we expect the cell-edge user throughput to be at a satisfactory level for appropriate choices of regions-specific parameters that would maximize the mean throughput, as will be verified by simulation.
We first define the achievable throughput of an active user b located in the vertical region s of cell b as
where the expectation is taken with respect to both p s , denoting the patterns over which the vertical region s is active, and the small-scale fading. Without loss of generality, hereafter we focus on the symmetric network in Fig. 1 , where we expect the region-specific parameters to be the same at all cells. To simplify the notation, we denote r b = r int , ∀b, β Because we assume a uniform user distribution over the cell area, each user should be able to associate with either of the vertical regions with equal probability. Therefore, a reasonable choice is to set r int such that the areas of the cell-interior region and cell-edge region are equal. With this criteria, after some geometrical calculation, we get r int ≈ 0.65r, where r is the cell radius defined as the distance from the BS to one of the vertices of the romb-shaped cell. Now, we need to determine the optimal values of β ci and β ce that maximizes the mean throughput. The authors in [11] have derived analytical expressions for the optimal β ci and β ce in an isolated cell. In the presence of ICI, however, developing such analytical expressions becomes tedious if not impossible. Here, for simplicity we resort to a so-called throughput analysis. In this method, we first discretize the two vertical regions in each cell into a fine regular grid of user locations. Then for a given β ci and β ce , we compute the achievable throughput at each user location given in (4) by using the analytical expressions derived in [6] . The mean throughput can then be calculated readily using the cell throughput cumulative distribution function (CDF), which is obtained by concatenating the throughput values at both regions. To find the optimal values for β ci and β ce , we exhaustively search over arctan( [6] . Furthermore, the transmit power P is set such that the cell-edge SNR, defined as the SNR experienced at the edge of an isolated cell excluding the effect of antenna gain, is 10 dB. We found that the maximum mean throughput is achieved by using β ci opt = 13.7
• and β ce opt = 8.3
• .
B. User-Specific Parameters
We define K b to be the set of users in cell b such that we need to solve the following optimization problem:
In (5) 
where μ is that solution of the fixed-point equation
for which we have B b=1 ν b = 1. We highlight that for the PFS utility function the activity factor ν b , ∀b, is independent of R ci k,sch and R ce k,sch , ∀k ∈ K b , which might not be the case for other utility functions. Solving (5) for a general utility function is a topic for future work.
We finally remark that for any given number of users K b in cell b, ∀b, the activity factor of pattern b, ν b , is a discrete random variable whose value depends on the particular realization of users' locations in all cells. Figure 3 shows the normalized histogram (probability mass function) of the activity factor of pattern 1 (ν 1 ) obtained from 1000 drops of K 1 = K 2 = K 3 = 10 users in the network of Fig. 1 . The activity factor for each drop is calculated using (6) . It can be seen that ν 1 can take different values over the range (0, 1), which emphasizes the importance of dynamic allocation of time (or frequency) resources to the particular realization of users' locations in each vertical region.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed coordinated transmission strategy using Monte Carlo simulation. Our simulations parameters follow those in Section IV-A. We use a drop-based simulation, where at each drop 10 users are randomly placed in each romb-shaped cell. The users in each cell are associated with the cell-interior region or the cell-edge region based on their locations. The time-slots are dynamically shared among the vertical regions according to (6) . The users in each vertical region are served using standard PFS. We simulate a sufficient number of small-scale fading realizations such that all users achieve their limiting Activity factor (ν 1 ) Probability mass function Fig. 3 . Normalized histogram of the activity factor of pattern 1 for
throughput. The users' throughput over all drops are then stacked to obtain the throughput CDF over the cell area.
We compare the performance of five different transmission strategies: 1) an uncoordinated transmission strategy based on intracell MRT and cell-specific tilting (CST) [11] with a meanthroughput maximizing tilt 13
• applied at all BSs, denoted as MRT-CST; 2) the proposed coordinated transmission strategy with intracell MRT, coordinated region-specific tilting (CRST), and dynamic resource allocation, denoted as MRT-CRST-DRA; 3) the transmission strategy in 2), but with static resource allocation, i.e., by setting ν 1 = ν 2 = ν 3 = 1/3, denoted as MRT-CRST-SRA; 4) an uncoordinated transmission strategy based on intracell MRT and user-specific tilting (UST) [11] , denoted as MRT-UST. In this strategy, each BS assumes a common fixed tilt of 13
• at the other BSs at the scheduling stage as it does not know which users they will serve. The final rate of the users is, however, calculated based on the actual applied tilts at the BSs; and 4) a coordinated transmission strategy based on CSI-aware ICI cancellation (ICIC) [11] and CST with a mean-throughput maximizing tilt of 9
• applied at all BSs, denoted as ICIC-CST. In this strategy, the scheduling at each BS is performed assuming intracell MRT and no ICI. Once the active user is selected in each cell, BSs exchange the necessary CSI and update their beamformers to null the ICI to the active users in the neighboring cells. Figure 4 compares the throughput CDF for different transmission strategies. As can be seen, the MRT-CRST-DRA significantly improves the user throughput compared to MRT-CST over the cell area except at regions in the middle of the cell (indicated by throughput values around 50-percentile of the throughput CDF). Compared to MRT-CRST-SRA, the proposed technique enhances the performance only in the outer part of the cell (represented by lower portion of the throughput CDF). It is also observed that MRT-UST has superior performance compared to MRT-CRST-DRA over a large part of the cell area except at regions close to the BS (indicated by upper portion of the CDF curve). It seems that for users close to the BSs, the desired signal power gain brought by pointing the peak of the main beam towards the user in MRT-UST to be less than the loss due to ICI caused by uncoordinated UST at the neighboring BSs. Finally, it is observed that MRT-CRST-DRA has inferior performance to ICIC-CST in the outer part of the cell (represented by lower portion of the throughput CDF), while it has a superior performance than ICIC-CST in the inner part of the cell (indicated by the upper portion of the CDF curve). This is because for the users close to the BSs, the desired signal power loss at the home BS due to ICIC to neighboring cells is usually larger than the ICI cancellation gain brought by the neighboring BSs. Figure 5 shows the 5-percentile throughput, denoted as the edge throughput, and mean throughput gain of MRT-CRST-DRA over the other four comparative transmission strategies. The gain over MRT-CST comes from desired signal power improvement because of tilt adaptation and ICI suppression achieved by serving non-adjacent vertical regions in each transmission pattern. The edge throughput gain compared to MRT-CRST-SRA is due to dynamic allocation of timeslots among different patterns. In fact, with dynamic resource allocation, the patterns with a larger number of users in their corresponding active cell-edge regions will be served over more time-slots, resulting in an increased achievable throughput of the cell-edge users. The edge and mean throughput loss compared to MRT-UST is mainly because of desired signal power gain achieved by pointing the peak of the main beam towards the user in MRT-UST. The superior edge throughput of ICIC-CST compared to MRT-CRST-DRA is because it completely cancels ICI. The mean throughput loss of ICIC-CST is attributed to its worse performance in the cell interior region. Note that the provided performance of both MRT-UST and ICIC-CST are optimistic. For MRT-UST, we consider an infeasible BS tilting capability of changing the tilt from 0
• . For ICIC-CST, we assumed perfect CSI exchange among BSs that would not be possible in practice due to backhaul delay, error, etc. [4] . Therefore, we expect the aforementioned performance differences to be even less in practice.
Finally, we highlight that in the MRT-CRST-DRA (and MRT-CRST-SRA) one vertical region will be active at each time-slot. Hence, only users in the active vertical region in each cell need to provide detailed CSI feedback to their home BS at each time-slot instead of all users in the cell as in the other comparative techniques. Since the area of each vertical region is half of the cell area, this results in 50% signaling overhead reduction on average.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS In this paper, we proposed a novel coordinated transmission strategy that exploits the elevation plane of the wireless channel for ICI management in cellular networks. The key idea is to divide the cell area into two vertical regions and to serve nonadjacent vertical regions in neighboring cells according to predetermined patterns and by applying practical tilts at the BSs. The proposed transmission strategy achieves significant edge throughput gain over conventional uncoordinated transmission and shows comparable performance to schemes assuming CSI sharing or infeasible BS tilting capabilities. It requires no CSI sharing among the BSs, and also reduces the intracell feedback by about 50% on average. We highlight that the promised performance gain of the proposed coordinated transmission strategy might decrease when applied to networks with a large number of cells. This is because the activity factor of the cell-edge region in such networks might become small as only one cell can serve its cell-edge region at each time-slot. Future research should investigate other techniques such as dynamic or static clustering to utilize the proposed technique in large networks.
